
Dozens of confused first-year students are roaming the 
halls of academic buildings this week, thinking that a new 
semester of school has begun. When asked why this 
confusion occurred, many of them cite the fact that there 
is still 3 feet of snow on the ground, so Christmas must 
have just been a few weeks ago, right?

“When I was in high school, we would come back from 
spring break and there would be flowers blooming, sun-
shine every day, and it would be time to start wearing 
shorts. I come back from spring break here, and there is a 
white-out blizzard. I’m so hopelessly lost and confused!”

Michigan Tech has had problems in the past dealing with 
PTSD, or Post Traumatic Snow Disorder, in new students. 
Many people that come to Tech believe that the stories 
of the terrifying weather that they hear are simply made-
up to weed out those not prepared for a Michigan Tech 
education. Some may only bring a thin North Face fleece 
jacket and high-heeled boots and arm themselves with 
only a Starbucks latte to face the chills and ice of winter. 
Several of these types of students fall victim to the disor-
der each year.

“I suffered from Post Traumatic Snow Disorder my first 
year,” a 5th year senior tells us. “I quickly learned that 
spring break doesn’t mean that spring is going to come 
then, or any time during spring semester for that matter. 
It’s actually just winter break part 2.”

Michigan Tech has had an influx of something that not 
many people claim to enjoy. They come in, get in the 
way, populate the sororities, and worst of all, eat all 
of the food. I am talking, of course, about the not so 
majestic Snow Cow. 

For this reason, the school has said that they will be 
creating different ways to capture these beasts to send 
them home as well as preventing them from coming 
here in the first place. Traps have been set around cam-
pus to identify snow cows and to capture them. “We 
are working tirelessly on this large (pun intended) prob-
lem and we have even recruited Blue Marble Security 
to help with the traps,” says Les Cook. ”The State of 
Michigan is threatening to not give us as much money 
because the average cholesterol on campus is higher 
than any other college, and we feel that these measures 
will bring us to at least 2nd highest cholesterol in the 
state.” Some of the traps will include certain spots with 
a camera that identifies height, weight, and gender and 
if the ratio isn’t good enough, the floor will fall out be-
neath them and they will be sent to California because 
“A California cow is a happy cow.” 

The bigger problem lies with the herds that pass through 
campus on almost a weekly basis. They normally get 
together at a sorority house and then walk around the 
city of Houghton, causing mass destruction and eating 
everything. 
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The best part about Wednesday, is 
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I’ve stopped drinking, but only while I’m asleep.
    George Best
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Semen
Pubes
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Ketchup
My body

Her nipples
Eggs and Ham

My teeth
Lube

Downvotes
The sky

Hand lotion
Grass smoke
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Blizzard The Husky
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“We’re sick of it!” says one local restaurant owner. “We cannot keep enough 
food in the shop to feed the locals!” For these herds, MTU has hired local 
high school students, who are bored, to ride their bikes/drive around with 
giant nets and to trap them out in the open. This is where people can laugh 
at the fact that they cannot roll over when flipped on their backs. To make 
sure that no more Snow Cows come to campus the school has created a 
test so they can show their worth. 

The test will include a 100 meter run, in which they have to complete in 
under 45 seconds, a jumping contest where their feet have to make it more 
than 3 inches off of the ground, and finally they will be rolled down a hill 
and will have to be able to stop themselves from making it down the whole 
hill. It was incredibly difficult to talk to one of these beasts and we had to 
lure them over to us with bacon to get them to answer. 

We asked a certain one that was able to talk through her mouth full of Little 
Debbie’s (because Hostess is dead, RIP), what she thought of the new 
rules that the school was making and the only thing she said was “Will there 
still be soft serve at the bottom of the trap doors?” When we replied with 
“Probably not,” she responded with a long, sorrowful “Moooooooo.” 
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“I don’t understand how there can be so much snow and it’s almost April?!” A first-
year student says as her eyes dart around frantically from snowbank to snowbank. 
“When does it go away? Why is it still so cold? I come from back home where it was in 
the 60’s all week, it’s as if I’ve gone back in time or something! This is January Weather!”

The administration is still trying to figure out what the best procedure is to help these 
students. Many have suggested a yearly pre-spring break lecture to warn students, 
another possibility is to hire older students to guide the confused students from class 
to class. Whatever the solution may be, we are all holding out hope for these new 
students, that someday they will find the joy that we get from living in the UP…on 
purpose.
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A typical blonde snow cow.


